


You know
those lists all
about the
habits of
highly
successful
people?
You know the ones... the getting up at

5am, the doing the same thing in the

same order every day, the perfect bullet

journals?

That's never been me. It's kind of a

square peg round hole situation when it

comes to my attempts at following a

consistent routine every day. There are

too many variables: external factors,

general wellbeing status, my energy

levels and commitments on any given

day.

I've found that what works best is to have

a few non-negotiables and to be flexible

on the rest.

se l f  care  only
works  i f  i t 's  f ine -
tuned  to  your
se l f .



But what about those days / weeks / months

when you know you need more?

 

When your current non-negotiable acts of

wellbeing or self care just aren't enough?

This past fortnight, I've been doing everything I usually do. My self-care non-

negotiables are pretty basic: a shower every day, trying to eat enough fruit and veggies

in a day, stretching my body into yoga poses a couple of times a week, listening to a 10

minute meditation podcast every morning, taking care of my teeth, showing up for any

courses or events I've committed to, a walk in nature once a week, and some

connection time with a friend or family member every day. These simple things set my

baseline for feeling connected and nourished.

But sometime last week, I realised that, during these times that feel uncertain, when it's

challenging to stay on an even keel, that wellbeing baseline shifts. I need more. More

rest, more comfort, more connection, more kindness. Without being flexible and

adding new habits, I slip into feeling helpless and disconnected. When I'm not taking

care of myself, my mind is distracted and I can't be fully present for my kiddo. I can't

show up for anyone.

So, last week I took

action. I looked for

the gaps, I tuned

into what was

missing, what I

really need. I'm

sharing in case they

help you too...



 If I'm feeling mentally strained, the basic needs of eating,

sleeping and drinking water go out the window so I began

with ways to bolster these! And smiled when I realised how

far I'd come on recognising this; I celebrated that I don't just

push through anymore.

 I set an alarm on my phone at 4 points in the day to remind

myself to drink a glass of water. I filled the fridge with pre-

chopped stir fry packs that are quick and easy to make into

something delicious

 I discovered a "Bedtime" mode on my phone that turns the

screen to grayscale after a certain time, making it much less

appealing to quickly check the news before bed

I set a timer to do 15 minutes of yoga each evening, a

series of poses that I remember, in a sequence that feels

good. I let go of the need to "do it right", trusting that the

movement will always do good.

I started reading a new book, 'Letters from Tove' , a

collection of letters written by the inimitable Tove Jansson

(creator of The Moomins!). The letters span decades and

it's the perfect way to unwind into another person's world

every evening before sleep.

I created a daily ritual to honour my feelings about events

in the world. I light a candle at the end of the day, and allow

myself to feel however I'm feeling, to honour the people

who've died, to allow myself to really feel it.

I contacted my far-and-wide family to see about arranging

a fortnightly group Zoom call, to feel connected to them all.

 I set up the projector, got popcorn, went all in on creating a

fun movie night, getting intentional about it instead of

binge-watching Netflix and losing track of time.

 I started each day with gratitude: deliberately pausing my

usual routine and using that suspended time to think and

feel deep gratitude for all that was possible for me each

day, for my freedom, for my comfort, for my safety.

 I committed to being more impulsive about spending time

in nature, grabbing 10 minutes here to go for a walk, 15

minutes there to sit in the sunshine, 5 minutes to see what's

growing in the pots. Not overthinking it, just enjoying the

privilege of being able to access nature.
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Which extra habits will you
add today?

What extra little habits do

you need to add in

challenging times?

How has your baseline

wellbeing shifted over

these past two weeks? 

If you love this newsletter, go tell a

friend to join my list! Let's make this

community somewhere we can all

feel seen, where it's easy to be

visible, to drop in and share because

you know you have sounding

boards, people cheering you on with

beautiful and authentic intention. 

Incredible things can happen when

we show up for ourselves.

Big love,

Nadia xx
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